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Abstract: This paper targets the area of optimizing machine learning (ML) training data by con-
structing compact data. The methods of optimizing ML training have improved and become a part
of artificial intelligence (AI) system development. Compact data learning (CDL) is an alternative
practical framework to optimize a classification system by reducing the size of the training dataset.
CDL originated from compact data design, which provides the best assets without handling complex
big data. CDL is a dedicated framework for improving the speed of the machine learning training
phase without affecting the accuracy of the system. The performance of an ML-based arrhythmia
detection system and its variants with CDL maintained the same statistical accuracy. ML training
with CDL could be maximized by applying an 85% reduced input dataset, which indicated that
a trained ML system could have the same statistical accuracy by only using 15% of the original
training dataset.

Keywords: compact data learning; data reduction; machine learning; electrocardiogram; time-
sliced data
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1. Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) excel in pattern recognition
tasks, ranging from image processing to natural language processing. These modern AI
and ML models have pivotal roles in a broad array of applications [1–3]. Supervised
learning, a machine learning task, learns a function mapping inputs to outputs based on
example input–output pairs [4]. This technique derives a function from labeled training
data that consist of a set of training examples [5]. As the most prevalent ML training
technique, supervised learning is incorporated in a majority of AI applications. The
convolutional neural network (CNN) is a popular ML model used in various computer
vision applications. Thus, in recent years, these ML models have necessitated the adoption
of additional techniques to safeguard AI models from diverse attacks, including data
poisoning and model manipulation [6]. Few-shot learning (FSL) has been introduced to
address the limitation of the dataset size for machine learning training [7]. The acquisition
of large training datasets often poses a significant challenge in ML training [8]. To mitigate
this issue, many ML algorithms for learning categories necessitate each training dataset
to align with a prototype. This becomes notably problematic when optimal points are
not easily determined, presenting a major practical hurdle in learning thousands of object
categories [8,9]. However, FSL can swiftly generalize to new tasks that only contain a few
samples with supervised information, reducing the need for large-scale supervised data
collection by leveraging prior knowledge [7].

Contrary to this, there are studies that specifically focus on concept learning and
experience learning with small datasets [10]. One notable approach to experience learning
is explainable AI (XAI), which aims to create models that are understandable to humans [11].
XAI endeavors to develop a range of techniques that generate more explainable models
while maintaining high performance levels [11,12]. Evaluating the importance of input
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features is one of the methods employed in XAI to enhance the accuracy of complex
ML models [12]. Recent research has proposed various techniques for analyzing feature
importance, including model class reliance [13], Shapley feature importance [14], and
leave-one-covariate-out [15]. However, it should be noted that the analysis of XAI can only
be completed after at least one ML training process [16]. In other words, implementing XAI
properly may require multiple phases of ML training. Alternatively, the concept of compact
data design offers a solution to optimize datasets without the need to handle complex big
data [17].

Compact data should contain maximum knowledge patterns at a fine-grained level to
enable effective and personalized utilization of big data systems [17–20]. Various compact
data techniques (also known as tailor-made compact data) have been applied across a wide
range of data-driven research areas, including machine learning-based biometrics [21–23]
and statistical civil engineering analysis [24]. Designing a proper compact dataset is es-
pecially vital in the development of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML).
Compact data design for ML involves constructing an optimized training dataset that
achieves a statistically similar ML accuracy while reducing the data size. Compact data
should be tailored and adapted differently based on the respective knowledge domains.
Compact data learning (CDL) presents an innovative and practical framework for opti-
mizing a classification system by refining the size of the ML training dataset. Stemming
from the concept of compact data design, which offers optimal assets without the need to
handle complex big data, CDL differs in that it provides a general output-independent
framework to optimize the ML training dataset. The ubiquity of feature selection methods
in tackling high-dimensional issues can be attributed to their straightforwardness and
efficacy, as cited in the reference [25]. These methods facilitate data comprehension, lessen
computational requirements, alleviate the dimensionality curse, and boost predictor perfor-
mance [26]. The key to feature selection is choosing a variable subset from the input that
accurately represents the input data while minimizing the impact of noise or irrelevant
variables, hence producing sturdy predictive results [26,27]. Although many studies have
been dealing with optimizing the dataset, including feature selection (or reduction) and
data balancing [28–32], CDL is simple and easy to adapt by using basic statistical tools.

CDL is a dedicated framework designed to improve the speed of the machine learning
training phase without compromising the accuracy of the system. Its practical application
has been incorporated into real ML training cases [22,23]. ML training and evaluation for
arrhythmia detection underscore the efficiency of this innovative approach to optimizing
ML training [33]. It is noted that the applicability of CDL extends beyond the realm of
supervised learning and can be effectively utilized in unsupervised learning scenarios
as well. This research introduces inventive and unparalleled approaches to designing
compact data in a broader context. The primary contribution of this paper lies in designing
a framework for CDL, offering a guideline to adapt this novel method to enhance model
training efficiency. Fundamentally, CDL represents a generalized compact data design
for managing and training machine learning systems efficiently, encompassing not only
dataset downsizing, but also improving the comprehensive process of handling ML training
datasets. CDL can significantly reduce the data size for ML training even prior to starting
machine learning training. While CDL has been primarily incorporated into the healthcare
sector, which is introduced in Section 3, it possesses the potential for adaptation across
diverse subject areas. This includes ML-based ECG biometric authentication and ML-based
credit card fraud detection systems.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 delves into the mathematical
background of compact data learning, covering the theoretical foundation for optimizing
both input features and the quantity of samples in the ML training dataset. Section 3 delivers
practical applications of CDL, with a focus on ML training for arrhythmia detection [33],
a topic previously explored in the context of compact data design. This section serves as
a performance comparison with this innovative machine learning method, detailing the
ML training setup, the reference CNN algorithm used for evaluation, and comprehensive
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performance comparisons with optimizations. The major challenges and the direction of
future research are provided in Section 4. Lastly, the conclusion encapsulates the major
contributions and the results in Section 5.

2. Compact Data Learning

A range of statistical methodologies, such as correlation, covariance, t-test, and related
concepts, can be employed to construct a comparative assessment between the original
dataset and the dataset adapted through compact data learning (CDL). CDL selects ap-
propriate input features and an optimal quantity of samples using one of these statistical
techniques to optimize training data prior to the machine learning training process.

2.1. Reducing Input Features of Machine Learning Systems

Reducing the input features of an ML system is the first category of compact data
learning. The main idea of reducing input features is to remove the duplicate or redundant
features. The ideal solution for reducing ML input features is only selecting the inputs
which are unrelated to each other. Statistical correlation determines how strong a relation-
ship is between two random vectors (i.e., data) [34]. Recently, distance correlation has been
developed to solve the problem of testing the joint independence of random vectors [35,36].
This technique is able to determine the dependency of random vectors even though these
are not linearly dependent. Although the distance correlation brings better solutions to
find the dependencies, it requires a heavier computation power than calculating a simple
correlation. Hence, the correlation method is applied to reducing input features. A typical
form of correlation is as follows:

ϱ(X, Y) =
E[(X − µX)(Y − µY)]√

E
[
(X − µX)

2
]
·E
[
(Y − µY)

2
] , ϱ ∈ [−1, 1], (1)

where
µX = E[X], µY = E[Y]. (2)

It is noted that a strong correlation (i.e., |ϱ| → 1) indicates two random variables
X, Y are fully dependent on each other. Let us consider the set of input features defined
as follows:

F = {X1, X2, . . . , Xm}, m = n(F). (3)

The input features in an ML system are supposed to be less correlated ideally. If two
features are highly correlated, one of the two input features might be removed because one
of the input features becomes redundant. From (1)–(3), the medium set of correlation pairs
is defined as follows:

M =
{(

Xi, Xj
)
∈{j ̸=i} : |ϱ

(
Xi Xj

)
| ≤ ρ∗

}
, (4)

where ρ∗ ∈ [0, 1] is the threshold for cutting the input features of the ML system. Practically,
the threshold for optimizing the number of input features could be determined by users.
From (4), the revised set of input features F∗ is as follows:

F∗ =

{
∪

k∈{i,j}
Xk :

(
Xi, Xj

)
{i ̸=j} ∈ M

}
, (5)

and m∗ = n(F∗), where m∗ is the number of elements in the set F∗.
Let us assign the function G(F) , which provides the accuracy of a machine learning

function, which depends on the set of input features F, and ξ(ρ) is the selected input feature
based on the correlation threshold from (4). From (3), we have:
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F = ξ(1),F∗ = ξ(ρ∗), ρ∗ ∈ [0, 1], (6)

and
G(ξ(1)) = G(F) = a0, G(ξ(ρ∗)) ∈ [0, a0]. (7)

where a0 is the accuracy of the original ML system which has the input feature. According
to various trials of machine learning training, ρ∗ ≥ 0.7 gives enough resemblance compared
to an original input feature although an optimal correlation threshold ρ∗ might be arbitrarily
chosen. The CDL for optimizing the input features of the compact arrhythmia detection
system [33] has been visualized on Figure 1 with a threshold for the input feature of 0.8
(i.e., ρ∗ = 0.8). Although a preselected value might not be the best solution for reducing
the input feature of an ML system, it could provide faster training time than the original
training time because the number of input features has been reduced.

Figure 1. Optimizing the input features for ECG based arrhythmia detection (ρ∗ = 0.8).

Figure 1 displays several original sliced ECG samples obtained using the RRIF (RR-
interval-framed) technique [23,33]. Each value on the sliced ECG signal serves as an input
feature, resulting in a total of 220 input features for ML training. As demonstrated in the
figure, the implementation of the CDL approach effectively reduces the feature count to
36 [33].

2.2. Reducing Samples of Machine Learning Systems

The main idea of finding the number of samples is that the probability distributions of
the subsets A and B have the same probability distribution as the population Ω, although
the sample sizes of the subsets are smaller than the sample size of the population. Let X be
an input data point which is the random variable based on the samples in a subset, and the
probability of a hypothesis test is defined as follows:

P

{∣∣∣X − µ
σ√
n

∣∣∣ < ϵ

}
> β, Φ(ϵ) = β, (8)
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where ϵ is a small number which is a tolerance of samples and β is the target probability
for a resemblance between the population mean µ and a sample mean X with the standard
deviation of the population σ. The minimum number of samples for each feature k is
as follows:

nk ≥
(

δ(q) · σk

Xk − µk

)2
, δ(q) = Φ−1(q + 0.5), (9)

where (the standard normal distribution)

Φ(z) = P{Z ≤ z} =
1√
2π

∫ z

−∞
e−

z2
2 dx, (10)

and
µk = E

[
Xk
]
, σ2

k = E
[(

Xk − µk
)2
]
, β = q + 0.5, (11)

which could be calculated from the population which contains n0 samples. Let Q ∈
{

1, 2, . . . , r0}
be the set of output classes (i.e., types of the output). Each original sample (or trial) is
mapped with one of these classes within

{
1, 2, . . . , r0}, and r0 is the number of class outputs.

Let Yr be the (mother) set of the required sample sizes for the output class r as follows
from (9):

Yr = {nr
1, nr

2, . . . , nr
m}, r = 1, . . . r0, (12)

and

nr
k = min

nr
0,

(
δ(q) · σk

Xr
k − µk

)2

· 1{Xr
k ̸=µk}

, (13)

Xr
k =

(
1
nr

0

) nr

∑
i=1

xi, xi ∈ Xr
k, nr

0 = n(Xr
k), (14)

where Xr
k is the samples of the input feature k given the output class r, and nr

0 is the number
of samples which are labeled with the output class r. The average number of samples for
each input feature is as follows:

n∗
r =

⌈(
1
m

) m

∑
k=1

nr
k

⌉
, (15)

which could be chosen as the optimal sample size for the ML training dataset. It is noted
that δ is a tolerance range which indicates how far the sample size is from the mean of
the standard normal distribution (see Figure 2). The function δ gives the z-value which
indicates adding probability q after passing the mean of the standard normal distribution
(i.e., Φ(0) = 0.5).
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Figure 2. Calculating the tolerance range of samples sizes for each feature based on the normal distribution.

3. Case Study: Compact Arrhythmia Detection

This section demonstrates compact data learning for ML training. A deep learning
model for the detection of arrhythmia was developed in which time-sliced ECG data repre-
senting the distance between successive R-peaks were used as the input for a convolutional
neural network [23,33]. CDL could optimize the input dataset by reducing both input
features and sample size. The performance for each case is fully explained in this section.

3.1. Experiment Setups

The original ECG dataset, obtained from PhysioNet [33,37], consists of 1019 sliced
ECG samples and 222 input features. The dataset is labeled with a binary classification
(0—normal, 1—arrhythmia). A separate set of samples is designated as the training dataset
for comparing different ML system variants. The testing dataset, containing 1085 samples,
shares the same 222 input features and the single binary output {0, 1} as the training
dataset, but with no overlap. As the reference ML system for training, a 10-layered CNN
was employed to evaluate the efficiency of compact data. The CNN architecture for
arrhythmia detection is depicted in Figure 3. In this particular case study, the ML system
comprised 222 input features, a single binary output, and 10 hidden layers [33].

According to previous research [33], the accuracy of the arrhythmia detection using
the original training dataset (refer to Table 1) reached 92.4% accuracy. This evaluation was
conducted on 1085 testing samples. It is important to note that each training session, even
with the same original dataset, may yield varying accuracies due to the specific properties
associated with CNN machine learning training.
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Figure 3. Reference CNN model for the arrhythmia detection [33].

Table 1. The CDL experiment setup with the compact arrhythmia detection dataset [33].

Parameter Setup Value Description

m 222 Total number of initial input features

n0 1019 Total number of initial training samples

r0 2 Number of output classes

ϱ∗ 0.8 Correlation threshold

δ(q) 0.8416 Tolerance range

Hence, a hypothesis test comparing our model with the original dataset was necessary
to evaluate the ML accuracy post-CDL adaptation. It is noted that the optimization of ML
algorithms falls outside the purview of this research, and a reference system is required to
evaluate the optimization of input features and training samples.

The optimization of ML algorithms could be a subject for future research. The accura-
cies of machine learning systems should be statistically identical even with the application
of CDL. In the case of arrhythmia detection, a reference accuracy of approximately 92%
(see Figure 4) is desired, even after the reduction in input features and/or sample sizes.

Figure 4. The confusion matrix of the arrhythmia detection which was trained on the original dataset.
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3.2. Reduced Input Features

The theoretical methodology presented in the previous section for reducing input
features was implemented in the ML training for arrhythmia detection. As mentioned,
the default hyper-parameter for the correlation, ρ∗, was set to 0.8. It is important to note
that while the optimal value of the correlation threshold depends on the training data, the
default value of ρ∗ = 0.8 is considered reasonable as a hyper-parameter (refer to Figure 1).
If ρ∗ ≥ 0.8, the input features in each pair are classified as strongly correlated, and one of
them is selected for removal. Based on Equations (3)–(5), the original input feature set F
and the optimized input feature set F∗ are determined as follows:

F = ξ(1) = {X1, X2, . . . , X222}, m = 222, (16)

F∗ = ξ(0.8) = {Xk : k ∈ {k1, k2, . . . , k36}}, m∗ = 36. (17)

After adapting the CDL, the total number of input features was reduced to 16.2%.
Since the input features were reduced to 36 from 222, the CNN model was redesigned
accordingly (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. The CNN model for arrhythmia detection after optimizing the input features (i.e., ρ∗ = 0.8).

The optimized input feature set F∗ may not be identical even with the same correlation
threshold, as it depends not only on the correlation but also on the training dataset itself.
As stated in the previous section, the accuracy based on the initial training dataset was
92.4% from Equation (12) (i.e., G(ξ(1)) = 0.924), and the accuracy after reducing the input
features was 92.3% (i.e., G(ξ(0.8)) = 0.923) as seen in Figure 6. While the accuracy after
input feature reduction (i.e., m∗ = 36) was statistically the same as the accuracy with the
original input features (i.e., m = 222) on the original training dataset, it is possible that
machine learning training with optimized input features may yield improved performance
at times.
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Figure 6. Compact arrhythmia detection confusion matrix after optimizing the number of input features.

The t-test was applied to check whether the means of the accuracy of these two cases
(i.e., m = 222, m∗ = 36) were statistically the same or not. The most common application
of the t-test is to test whether the means of two populations are different.

As shown in Figure 7, the accuracy of the compact arrhythmia detection by using CDL
was statistically the same as with the original number of input features because the null
hypothesis h0 was accepted based on 20 trials (i.e., p ≥ α).

Figure 7. The t-test of two compact arrhythmia detection cases for optimizing the input features
(α = 0.05).

3.3. Reduced Sample Size

The theoretical methodology for reducing the sample size in the previous section was
applied to the compact arrhythmia detection ML training. The hyper-parameter q for the
sample reduction was determined as 0.3 (i.e., δ(q) = 0.842). From (8)–(9) and (15), the
samples were reduced to 836 from the original sample size (i.e., n0 = 1019 in Table 1). As
can be seen in Figure 8, the accuracy after reducing samples did not change even after
optimizing samples. From (4), the reduced samples are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Compact arrhythmia detection confusion matrix after reducing the sample size.

The number of normal and arrhythmia samples was 534 and 485, respectively, (see
Figure 9), and the sample size was reduced by 52%, which means the total number of
training samples became 836 from 1019 during the training.

Figure 9. Optimized number of training samples.

It is noted that the number of input features was not revised (i.e., m = 222 in Table 1).
The Figure 10 shows that the accuracy of the compact arrhythmia detection when using
CDL was statistically the same as with the original number of the training samples because
the null hypothesis h0 was accepted based on 20 trials.
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Figure 10. The t-test of two compact arrhythmia detection cases for optimizing the number of samples
(α = 0.05).

Both or either one of the optimizations in CDL (i.e., the feature reduction in Figure 7
and the sample reduction in Figure 10) could be executed for minimizing the training
dataset as long as the ML model statistically provides the same performance (e.g., accuracy).

3.4. Overall Performance

The previous subsections in Section 3 showed that the accuracy of the ML system did
not change even after optimizing the training dataset. The accuracy after reducing both
input features and samples were also statistically the same (see Figure 11).

Figure 11. Arrhythmia detection confusion matrix when using CDL for optimizing the features and
the samples together.

The ML training data size was significantly diminished due to the application of
CDL. By reducing the input features, the original data size was trimmed down to 16% of
the initial dataset. When the sample size was reduced, it dropped to 82%. When both
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optimizations of CDL were implemented, the training data size could be curtailed to as
low as 13% (refer to Figure 12).

Figure 12. Data size comparison when using CDL for the arrhythmia detection.

The application of the CDL method for machine learning (ML) training proved to be
remarkably efficient. Despite utilizing only about one-seventh of the original training data
size, it maintained statistical parity with the accuracy of the original arrhythmia detection
mechanism. This implies that the CDL-optimized model, while being far more resource-
efficient, does not compromise the quality of the results. It is a testament to the potential
of CDL in improving the efficiency of ML training, particularly in scenarios where data
size might pose a challenge. By reducing the data size without affecting the accuracy, CDL
presents a promising advancement in the field of ML training for arrhythmia detection.

4. Challenges and Future Research

Digesting the huge size of training dataset for ML systems has been a vital issue to
achieve a breakthrough in traditional systems. However, current mechanisms require one
or several additional ML training rounds before optimizing an ML model. Compact data
learning, which uses basic statistical methods including correlation and hypothesis tests
has been newly proposed. This method could optimize an ML training dataset without
additional training sessions. A total of 1019 arrhythmia samples with 222 input features
were trained as the reference, and various CDL techniques were constructed with the same
statistical accuracy. This research found that the ML training dataset could be minimized
by reducing the input features to 36 and the number of samples to 836, which corresponds
to a reduction of more than seven times compared to the original model while maintaining
the same statistical accuracy performance (i.e., 7.52 in Figure 13).

While this research has laid the foundation for compact data learning (CDL), there
remain some challenges that warrant further investigation. The primary challenges of
CDL include (1) its applicability being limited to classification problems; (2) the complexity
involved in calculating pairwise correlations; and (3) the optimization of the correlation
threshold. Recommendations on how to address these challenges are provided in the
following subsections, concluding this paper.
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Figure 13. Performance comparison for the arrhythmia detection.

4.1. The Complexity of Correlation Calculation

The calculation of correlation in statistics is relatively simple, but computing pairwise
correlations requires significant computational power, potentially exceeding that required
for machine learning training. Pairwise correlation involves calculating all correlations
between pairs of input features in a training dataset. Explainable AI (XAI) could serve as
an alternative solution for optimizing the number of input features if the computation of
pairwise correlations is slower than machine learning training. XAI aims to develop a range
of techniques that generate more explainable models while maintaining high performance
levels [11,12]. However, it necessitates an additional round of ML training solely for
optimizing the input features. While it has been assumed that calculating correlations
within the training dataset is superior to ML training for XAI, this statement has not been
fully validated. Validating the complexity of pairwise correlations compared to ML model
training could be a potential area for future research. Alternatively, users may be more
interested in providing the appropriate indicator (e.g., cost function) to determine when
CDL (i.e., calculating correlations to reduce input features) is more suitable than XAI
(i.e., additional ML model training to evaluate input features).

4.2. The Correlation Threshold Optimization

In Section 2, the correlation threshold was arbitrarily determined based on the practice
in the industry, but finding the optimal threshold for reducing the number of input features
could be another research topic to improve CDL. The correlation threshold ϱ∗ is formally
described as follows:

ρ∗ = argmin
ρ

{True for H0 : E[G(ξ(ρ))]−E[G(F)] = 0}, ρ ∈ [0, 1], (18)

where H0 is the null hypothesis for the two-sample Z-test, and the revised set of the input
features F∗ is from (5). The elements of the set F∗ are collected from the medium set of
correlation pairs M from (4). The threshold for cutting input features can be found by using
the two-sample Z-test, and the test statistic is as follows:

Ztest =
E[G(F∗)]−E[G(F)]√

σ2
m∗+σ2

m
u

, (19)
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where u is the number of trials for ML training. Since multiple machine learning training
sessions may generate different simulation results due to different initial conditions and
folding samples, a certain number of trials are required to get the statistical confidence.
From (5) and (19), the test statistic can be the function based on a correlation as follows:

Ztest(x) =
E[G(ξ(x))]−E[G(ξ(1))]√

σ2
m∗+σ2

m
u

. (20)

From (6) and (20), the threshold of input features is formulated as follows:

ρ∗ = argmin
ρ

{
|Ztest(ρ)| ≤ Φ−1(1 − α)

}
, (21)

where α is the confidence level of the Z-test. The inverse of the CDF Φ−1(x) is an in-
verse function of the standard normal distribution (9). It is noted that the threshold for
cutting input features based on a correlation depends on the training data samples and
the accuracy of the ML system. Therefore, an optimum cannot be found until massive
trials are completed. Additionally, the minimum threshold might be overfitting a trained
machine learning system. That is one of the reasons why ρ∗ should be preselected as a
hyper-parameter (see Section 2). The primary goal of CDL is to maintain a similar machine
learning accuracy while speeding up ML training. However, simply increasing accuracy by
reducing the training dataset can sometimes lead to overfitting, particularly if the number
of input features is too small. Overfitting occurs when a model becomes too attuned to the
training data and performs poorly with new data. Therefore, while CDL aims to expedite
ML training and maintain accuracy, it is crucial to ensure the model robustness and its
ability to generalize to new data to avoid overfitting. As CDL is designed for simplicity
and broad applicability, the CDL framework in this study did not encompass specific
hyper-parameters, such as the correlation threshold for the input feature selection and delta
for determining optimal sample sizes. However, these specific factors can be addressed
using a tailor-made compact data approach aimed at stabilizing particular ML algorithms
or optimizing ML-based systems by adapting various methods targeting a specific ML
algorithm or a specific data-driven system. Designing tailor-made compact data for a
particular system remains an active area of future research.

5. Conclusions

This research presented an innovative approach for enhancing machine learning
training, introducing a framework known as compact data learning (CDL). Designed to
accelerate the training phase without sacrificing system accuracy, this novel framework
provides unique and groundbreaking strategies for creating compact data in a wider context.
Upon the experiments, the data size of ML training was dramatically reduced by using
compact data learning. The original data size was reduced by 16% for the input features
and 82% for the sample size. When both optimizations were applied, the training data size
was reduced by up to 13% of the original dataset. CDL serves as a guide for adopting this
cutting-edge method to boost model training efficiency. Despite the existence of numerous
challenges that remain to be addressed in future research, this framework holds promise
for application across various domains, including ML-based ECG biometric authentication,
credit card fraud detection, and malware detection systems.
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